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Professional air duct
cleaners and Dryer vents
Clean mold, dirt and
mushrooms form your
air ducts
Breathe clean air

birrafanelli.com

Covering Montréal & Surrounding Areas

mtlductcleaning.ca
514.951.3328

Mtl duct cleaners
• tue les bactéries / kills bacteria
• Prévention incendie (sécheuse) / Fire prevention (dryer)
• Respirer l’air propre / Breath clean air
• réduit l'asthme, les allergies à la poussière
/ reduces asthma, dust allergies
• Gardez votre famille en sécurité / Keep your family safe

Call now

514-951-3328

mtlductcleaning.ca

FREE estimate over the phone

Wishing to ALL a Happy Holiday Season

7 Place de la Dauphine (Presqu'il area) Sainte-Agathe, J8C 2G9on a small private
street a few doors from the water
3+1 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bathrooms, TOTALLY furnished!! Outdoor kitchen & Gazebo,
garage Centris #21899339

D
L
SO

1015 Cavendish #604 St Laurent (corner Cote Vertu)
Move-in ready!! FULLY furnished!
(furniture can be removed)
2 Bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, Hardwood floors,
Stunning kitchen, Garage, outdoor pool,
NOT on the street sides! Announced 4 year
assessment to be paid by the vendor

Merry
Christmas!

D
L
SO
7900 cote st Luc rd #430 2 bedroom,
2 bathroom sunny condo 2 elevators!

Lauren Marks Vesely
Courtier immobilier
Real Estate Broker
514-944-8336

DEDICATION • DEVOTION • DETERMINATION
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This year, put Scandinave Spa
Vieux-Montréal
under your Christmas tree!
The holidays are around the corner and winter is at our
doorstep. Now is the perfect time to spoil our loved ones, but
also to take care of ourselves. More than just a moment of relaxation, Scandinave Spa Vieux-Montréal can offer true inner
peace to its clients, thanks to a genuine philosophy and an intimate decor that makes the rest of the world disappear.

Offer total relaxation

Hot tubs, cold tubs, eucalyptus steam baths and dry saunas: a
full range of hydrotherapy services are offered in comforting
surroundings, where nothing is more than just a few steps away.
All massages include access to baths with a specific hydrotherapy cycle (hot, cold, then rest). The varied installations are designed to meet everyone's needs.There is, of course, the classic
Swedish relaxation massage, as well as the following techniques:
therapeutic prenatal, deep tissue, Lomi Atsu (pressure) and Thai
oil.
Christmas Giveaway

win one of these amazing prizes:
• Duo of candles and lip balm
• Tote bag and cloth mask
• A blanket
• A duo of tuques (for man and woman)
• 2 access to the baths at Tremblant
• 2 access to the baths in Montréal
• A tote bag and a bathrobe
• 2 60-min relaxing massage in Montreal
• A spa kit for home
• A one month unlimited bath access
• A bean bag
• A hotel et spa package

Until December 12, Scandinave Spa Vieux-Montréal will spoil
you with a unique online contest! Register to have a change to
• December 18, 2021
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Scandinave Spa Vieux-Montréal
71 de la Commune St W, Montreal,
Quebec H2Y 2C6
(514) 288-2009
scandinave.com
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Things to do at
Parc Jean-Drapeau this winter
Although winter doesn’t officially begin
until December 21, the Société du parc
Jean-Drapeau (SPJD) is getting an early
start to the season by announcing the main
components of its winter program, which
extends from December 18, 2021 to March
6, 2022. The activities are free and open to
all, and they take place in a setting which is
a one-of-a-kind playground in the middle of
the Saint Lawrence River, a venue easily accessible by subway.
Embrace your northern spirit
in the heart of the river
Whether you are a practitioner of such
sports as sliding, cross-country skiing, cycling, climbing, hiking or simply a naturelover, Parc Jean-Drapeau can accommodate
all your interests this winter.While the help
of Mother Nature will be needed to set up
some of the activities, current forecasts are,
fortunately, calling for a mild, snowy winter!
As one of the new features this year, Espace 67 boasts an impressive Skaters’ Trail,
a 500-metre long layout presented by
Radio Canada. The magical, ice-covered
pathway will be refrigerated and mechanically maintained all winter long, thereby ensuring a memorable time, whether you are
with family or friends, or just by yourself.
The trail will be accessible every day, and it
will be lit up in the evening; some nights will
be enhanced by the presence of DJs on site
to create a truly unique northern experience. Meanwhile, near this new facility, people of all ages will be able to enjoy an open
sliding area, a place where they can have
loads of fun while getting a fabulous view
of downtown Montréal. As an added treat,
the Biosphere museum will be open
4

throughout the winter months, with three
exhibitions.
Another highlight attraction at Parc JeanDrapeau this winter: three cross-country
ski trails will be marked out and maintained,
enabling cross-country enthusiasts to indulge in their favourite sport. On Île SainteHélène, cross-country skiers who are
newcomers to the sport can do so on a
300-metre trail. Nearby, the more seasoned
skiers have an 800-metre layout for their
skill level. There will also be clinics conducted by the Ski de fond Montréal organization, making it a great spot for
cross-country skiers that want to train in
the skate-skiing technique. The third trail,
which is 5.4 kilometres long, is on Île
Notre-Dame; this one will accommodate
more experienced skiers seeking to get
away and go on a trail interspersed with
public art displays, heritage buildings and
abundant nature. A locker room with waxing tables will be available for visitors at the
Pavillon de la Tunisie.
Fans of fat bikes will be able to go on an
introductory trail to get familiar with this
popular sport. And, once again, Parc JeanDrapeau’s climbing wall will be turned into
a wall of ice, where climbers accredited by
the FQME can tackle their favourite sport.
It’s a unique experience – one that is seldom accessible this close to the city.

the best possible way. Part of Mont Boullé
will provide a great setting for visitors to
take a reflective and memorable walk.
If bird-watching is one of your interests,
come over and get a close-up view of the
nuthatches, chickadees and woodpeckers
that make their home at the Parc. Birdfeeders will be set up in the wooded areas
near the Biosphere, Pavillon de la Tunisie
and Floralies Gardens to make your birdwatching easier.
Parc Jean-Drapeau will also be making it
possible for visitors to rent equipment
(skates, cross-country skis, bikes, snowshoes, etc.). In some instances, the rentals
will be free for Montréal residents under
the age of 17. The services offering will be
complemented by food concession places
that will serve comfort food and hot drinks
to recharge your energy levels so you can
fully enjoy the Parc’s winter program of activities. The Société du parc Jean-Drapeau
urges people to respect the 7 Principles of
the Leave No Trace Program for the practice of outdoor activities in an ethical, responsible manner to protect natural
heritage and minimize the impacts on the
environment.

Enjoy nature

The Société du parc Jean-Drapeau prepared to accommodate visitors by developing specific actions for compliance with
the health and safety measures in a pandemic situation. The vaccination passport
will not be required to practice winter activities, because they are deemed to be of
an “open-activity” nature.

Snowshoeing is one of the easiest, most
accessible and fun sports in the winter
months. Whether it’s for observing wildlife
and plant life, spending some time outdoors
or replenishing your energy level, snowshoeing is tailor-made to tame winter in
www.mtltimes.ca

Safe and sanitary measures
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What’s happening in Montreal
The 23rd edition of the Montreal en Lumiere (MEL) Festival, which is presented in
partnership with Scotiabank and takes
place between February 17 and 27, 2022,
recently unveiled its second component:
the gourmet food program.

By Stuart Nulman
mtltimes.ca
Many of Montreal’s finest restaurants and
hotels will take an active part in this year’s
festival, as they celebrate and savour the
culinary of talents of Quebec’s best chefs
under this year’s theme “Savouring Our
Northern Heritage”, which will highlight Indigenous gastronomic dishes that are created with care by the province’s finest
Indigenous chefs and culinary artists.
During a press conference that was held
on December 7, organizers unveiled what
participants will look forward to during the
gourmet food program. Highlights include:
the Air France Finest Tables, in which guests
can gather to discover, share and exchange
many tips and information relating to cooking and fine food. Here, chefs, winemakers
and producers from around the world will
be paired up to create a special menu that
reflects the chefs’ respective personalities;
“Couette & Gastronomie” packages return
for another year, where participants can
treat themselves to a special gourmet experience either in their hotel room or at
the hotel’s restaurant. Twelve hotels are
taking part in offering these packages, such
as Double Tree by Hilton, Hotel Marriott
Chateau Champlain, and Hotel 10; the Circuits Gourmands Tastet will give foodies a
chance to experience a variety of Montreal
restaurants in a more thematic approach,
in which this year’s edition will take your
taste buds to France, Italy, Japan and the
Middle East; the Quartier Gourmand will
once again please the palate of foodies and
epicureans alike with a series of meetings,
workshops, demonstrations and other activities that will be officially unveiled in February.
For more information about MEL’s gourmet food programming line-up, or to book
your spots, go to:
www.montrealenlumiere.com
***
• December 18, 2021

23rd edition of the Montreal en Lumiere
Singer and musician Chris de Burgh, who
has been a favorite with Montreal audiences for nearly 50 years, returns here on
April 22, 2022 for one night only at Place
des Arts, as part of his “The Legend of
Robin Hood & Other Hits” Canadian Tour.
De Burgh and his band will play selections from his new album (his 27th) “The
Legend of Robin Hood”, as well as other
hit songs from his hit albums such as “Spanish Train and Other Stories”, “Moonfleet”
and “Into the Light”, where such storytelling-style songs as Lady in Red, Patricia
the Stripper and Don’t Pay the Ferryman
came from. Tickets for the concert go on
sale as of December 10, and you can contact www.placedesarts.com to purchase
them.
***
Another show to hit Montreal this upcoming April is that of comedian Andrew Schulz,
who will bring his “The Infamous Tour” to
L’Olympia theatre on April 2. Schulz, whose
YouTube comedy videos has attracted over
225 million views, his debut comedy album
“551” hit the #1 spot on a number of
charts such as Billboard, Spotify, Apple
Music, iTunes, Amazon Music and Google
Play, can now be seen hosting a four-part
comedy special called “Schulz Saves America”, which can be seen on Netflix.
Tickets for the Montreal stop of Schulz’s
“The Infamous Tour”, which is being presented by Just For Laughs, costs $55.50,
$65.50 and $75.50 (limited amount for that
price), and can be purchased by going to
www.ticketmaster.ca
***
Taste of the Caribbean (TOTC), the popular Montreal free four-day outdoor
Caribbean cultural and gastronomic festival,
is now going into the coffee business.
Earlier this month, TOTC officially
launched its own brand of Caribbean coffee
called “Taste the Bean”. Made from green
www.mtltimes.ca

coffee beans that are imported from farms
located in Jamaica, Haiti and the Dominican
Republic, and roasted locally in Montreal in
small batches, Taste the Bean offers coffee
mavens a brand of coffee that is of a high
quality and maintains a high standard of
freshness that is found in artisan-style coffees. As well, the Jamaican Blue coffee practices standards that are way above that of
Fairtrade production practices, and has
quickly been regarded as one of the top five
coffees in the world.
Taste the Bean Caribbean Coffee is now
available for purchase (and delivery) anywhere in Canada by going to www.tastethebean.ca. It will soon be available for coffee
lovers across North America through Amazon.
***
Local country music fans will be pleased to
find out that the inaugural edition of the
Lasso Montreal country music festival is
scheduled to happen on August 12 and 13
at Parc Jean Drapeau, with a special mini
festival called Lasso in the City scheduled
for August 11.
And there is no better way to kick off
the first Lasso Montreal festival than with
having Luke Bryan, this year’s winner of the
American Music Award’s Favorite Male
Country Music Artist award, as its headliner. The current American Idol judge can
also boast of recording hit albums that have
sold over 75 million copies and generated
over 7 billion streams, not to mention releasing digital singles that have sold over 54
million copies.
Passes for the inaugural Lasso Montreal
festival go on sale starting December 10.
They cost $215 and up for a general admission pass, and $400 and up for a gold pass;
single day passes will go on sale at a later
date. To get your passes, go to:
www.lassomontreal.com
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The end of the pandemic could
be near – if we work together
One year ago today, Health Canada
gave a green light to the first
COVID-19 vaccine approved in
Canada. This was an historic moment that marked a turning point in
the global pandemic. Since Dec. 9,
2020, more than 62 million doses of
vaccine have been administered
across the country. We are far better protected today than we were
a year ago, and with paediatric vaccines now available for children
ages 5 to 11, we can protect many
of our youngest members of society and enhance protection for all
of us.
As we end the second year of this
pandemic, we need to remind ourselves that, unfortunately, it is not
over.This fall, provincial and territorial governments advanced reopening plans and began lifting public
health restrictions. It is a cycle we
are now too familiar with – prematurely lifting restrictions and issuing
ambitious reopening plans, only to
see case counts rise, health systems
under strain, and more stringent
measure reinstated. Meanwhile,
only about 43 per cent of the
world's population is fully vacci-

nated, giving the virus plenty of opportunity to circulate and mutate.
The emergence of a concerning
new variant is an important reminder that we must do our part as
a wealthy nation to ensure vaccine
equity worldwide; none of us are
safe until all of us are safe.
We must remain vigilant. So many
Canadians have sacrificed and done
what is necessary to prevent further spread of the virus and to protect their loved ones and their
communities — getting vaccinated
and following public health guidance. I thank you for working with
us, your physicians, to help keep us
all safe.
This has been an especially difficult year for those of us working to
protect Canadians. Not only has
the pandemic stressed already
under-resourced health systems
but increasing division in our country over vaccination has taken a serious toll on health workers. From
demonstrations
on
hospital
grounds and health-care settings to
online vitriol, a minority of individuals have felt emboldened to
threaten, create fear, and in some
www.mtltimes.ca

extreme cases, force health-care
workers to throw in the towel. We
were relieved to see the federal
government respond rapidly, introducing Bill C-3 which would make
it illegal to intimidate or obstruct
health-care workers and patients
seeking care. The bill is currently in
second reading. My hope is that it
passes quickly so health-care workers can safely do their jobs again,
serving our patients and communities.
With 2021 coming to a close, I am
optimistic that the next year will
bring us a little closer to the finish
line of this pandemic. No one wants
a fifth wave, and everyone has a role
to play in avoiding it. It will require
us to continue working together.
My wishes for this festive season
are simple: continue to mask and
maintain physical distancing, get vaccinated, get your third dose once it
becomes available, get your children
vaccinated, and please, say thank
you to any health worker you see.
They need and deserve our support more than ever.
Dr. Katharine Smart,
President, Canadian Medical Association
December 18, 2021 •

New Montreal Ice Bar Pop-Up
– HIVERSIDE

The winter season is upon us and with the cold weather comes
interesting new places to try warm up with a cocktail or two. Have
a look at the newest Montreal ice-bar called HIVERSIDE.
Hiverside is overing $60 reservations which include a winter wonderland experience with three of their signature cocktails. Enjoy
a winter night of fun completely protected by the winter elements
and enjoy sitting on benched carved from ice and covered in fur
skins.
The cold winds of winter have frozen Riverside, the lush greenery
has been enrobed in ice and snow. Amongst the frozen landscape

of the sud-ouest and the Lachine Canal, a winter-wonderland has
emerged. Riverside St-Henri has partnered with Grey Goose
Vodka and Cointreau to provide a one-of-a-kind, winter cocktail
experience. HIVERSIDE is an ice-bar entirely built and designed
by renowned ice-sculptor Julien Doré of Hôtel de Glace fame.,
and promises to provide an experience like no other. Join us to
be equally amazed by both the beauty and intricacy of what awaits
you at HIVERside.
To reserve your tickets please visit: https://mtltimes.ca/entertainment/montreal-nightlife/new-montreal-ice-bar-pop-up-hiverside/

Boulangerie - Pâtisserie - Charcuterie

MERIDIONALE - CARAVELLA
since 1977

Bread • Pizza • Panini • Taralli
Assortment of Cookies and Amaretti
Pastries • Cakes • Cold Cuts • Cheese
Special occasion cakes • varrity of pasta

(514) 363-2760 / (514) 363-4211
Pina e Franco Ferri owners
• December 18, 2021

1699 Thierry, LaSalle, Qc. H8N 1H6
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Val from Montreal Chimney

Photo Credit Nicholas Raymond Kropotkin

Surely you’re as lucky as lucky can be to see a chimney inspector & sweeper yearly! For more information
on cleaning your chimney or anything related please e-mail: chemineesmontreal@gmail.com or call 438-345-6687
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Valerie Adams of Montreal Chimneys

Photo Credit Nicholas Raymond Kropotkin

Montreal Chimney sweeps &
brick pointing a must!
T'is the season to have your annual chimney maintenance done, before the cold
winter weather rolls into town. Chimney
sweeping is a historic profession which you
may think has gone extinct, however, having
your chimney cleaned and inspected is still
important as ever. Some common chimney
issues include animal nesting, soot build up,
deteriorating brickwork & water damage.
These issues can all be fixed by a professional chimney sweep.
We spoke with Valerie Adams of Montreal
Chimneys, to ask a few questions about the
fate of her profession in our modern age:

Please call Montreal Chimneys for more
information and a free estimate for EPA
certified low emissions fireplace insert required by 2025.
Q: Does my oil furnace chimney
need to be cleaned?
A: Yes, oil furnace chimneys also need cleaning. Everyone who heats with oil, gas or
wood has a chimney. Yearly maintenance
ensures the good working condition of
your furnace and keeps your household
safe. “Wherever you live, annual chimney
maintenance is still necessary. Small repairs
go a long way and can make a very big difference before damage gets worse, and
more expensive." Says Valerie, who has
over 17 years of experience. She goes on
to explain, “If you are not going to use your
fireplace you can seal it up to prevent cold
drafts and water infiltration. This will help
to save on heating bills. Later, if you choose
to upgrade we can easily re-open the flue
and install a wood burning appliance that
conforms to the new regulation."

Q: Can I still use my wood fireplace?
A: We hear this question a lot. Most demerged cities still allow wood burning fireplaces or wood stoves as usual, check local
bylaws for updates. For those living in the
city of Montreal, wood burning is only allowed with the installation of a certified
low emission fireplace insert.
These inserts burn real wood logs or pellets, they are designed to heat the house.
Residents of Montreal can still use their
original fireplace in the case of a blackout Q: What does it cost to have your
chimney looked at?
of 3 hours or more.
• December 18, 2021
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A: It is important to get a professional to
check the condition of your chimney yearly.
Go outside and look up at your chimney. If
you see bricks crumbling you should get
that repaired before winter. A chimney
crown and cap are also very important. If
you have cracks in the concrete chimney
crown, water can leak down and damage
the joints of the masonry brickwork. The
best solution is to fix the masonry and then
install an aluminum crown with a drip edge,
protecting your chimney like an umbrella
for many years to come. We charge $50
for a visit to your home.
Montreal Chimney is a popular chimney
company servicing the island of Montreal
and surrounding areas. Customers agree
that attention to detail, professionalism and
cleanliness sets MC apart from other companies. Montreal Chimneys includes a visual
inspection with each chimney sweep and
estimate for repairs. For more information
on cleaning your chimney or anything related please e-mail:
chemineesmontreal@gmail.com or call 438345-6687
Surely you’re as lucky as lucky can be to
see a chimney inspector & sweeper yearly!
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Book Reviews - mtltimes.ca

All in the Family:
The Show That Changed
Television by Norman Lear

This marks the 50th anniversary of the
debut of “All in the Family” on CBS, the
show in which the sitcom genre finally grew
up and never looked back.
From 1971-79,“All in the Family”, through
the premise of the Bunker family that
resided at 704 Hauser Street in the New

By Stuart Nulman
mtltimes.ca
York borough of Queens, tackled the most
controversial topics and issues of the day
that would make other TV shows at the
time blush bright red, in an unabashed, blunt
and pointed way. And for nine seasons, the
weekly happenings of Archie, Edith, Gloria
and Mike touched a nerve in millions of
viewers, and the TV sitcom was changed
forever, in which they got the green light to
be more realistic without having to sugar
coat topics anymore.
But the individual who was the creative
force behind All in the Family (as well as its
direct and indirect spinoffs such as Maude,
Good Times and The Jeffersons) was veteran TV writer and director Norman Lear.
In fact, thanks to the immediate success of

his reality-based shows, Lear became a virtual one-man TV empire throughout the
70s. However, All in the Family will always
remain his cornerstone. And to mark the
show’s golden anniversary, Lear takes a
fond look back at the show and its overall
impact with a wonderful coffee table book
called All in the Family: The Show That
Changed Television.
The book is like a combination oral history, appreciation, photo album, episode
guide and scrapbook. From its humble origins, to the three pilots, to the spinoffs, and
the episode reboots, the reader is offered
a complete history of the show and what
made it so special.
First of all, the episode guide is not like
what you would typically find in a book
dealing with the history of a certain TV
show. Although it lists every episode with
the usual original airdate, episode title,
writer and director (and any Emmy Awards
that were won that season), the book has
decided to give a more detailed look to
those All in the Family episodes that were
quite impactful with the viewers or the
subject matters that they focused on. They
include introductory remarks from Lear, as
well as some behind-the-scenes reflections
by certain members of the cast and crew,
plus photos and edited and marked-up
pages from some of the original scripts.
Milestone episodes that get this spotlight
treatment include the third pilot “Meet the
Bunkers”, “Edith’s Accident”, “Archie Gets
Branded”, “Sammy’s Visit”, “Mike and Gloria’s Wedding”,“Edith’s Crisis of Faith”,“The
Stivics Go West” and one of my favorites,
the Christmas 1976 episode “The Draft

Dodger” (in which the only complaint from
CBS regarding that powerful half-hour was
that Archie said “god damn”).
Second, the book also pays tribute to
some of the show’s aesthetics. You get the
inside story of the choice of costumes that
were used to dress the characters through
commentary by costume designer Rita
Riggs (and rare Polaroid costume test
shots), in which there are plenty of interesting tidbits such as throughout the show’s
run, Carroll O’Connor wore seven white
shirts, five fedoras and one pair of pants
(that were constantly mended and let out)
as Archie Bunker; the story behind every
set created (the furniture and wallpaper
used for the Bunker residence were all purchased at store bargain bins), and even the
process of how an episode script was developed week after week.
So if you made All in the Family a regular
viewing habit throughout the 70s, whether
you were a dingbat, meathead, liked the atmosphere at Kelsey’s Bar, enjoyed the musings of “Edith the Good”, witnessed
another face-to-face confrontation between Archie and Mike over another hot
button issue, or sang along with Archie and
Edith to “Those Were the Days”, this All in
the Family tribute book is a golden salute
to the rebel series that could – and did –
mature the TV sitcom and changed the way
we watched and understood television in
North America.
(Universe, $53.95)

Get with the Times!

mtltimes.ca
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Montreal's
best pizza
slice
Montreal is regarded as one of the best
culinary hot spots in North America and
when it comes to a slice of pizza Montreal
ranks higher in our opinion, than New York.
In this article we will have a look at Montreal's best slice of pizza.
The days of the cheap $0.99 slice are gone.
Pizza joints opening up throughout the city
of Montreal are trending spots with cool
vibes. Hungry customers waiting in-line and
eating their slice of choice outside and talking with fellow pizza aficionado's
Pizza is the 5th major food group. It comes
with crisp crust, fresh pizza sauce and so
many toppings to choose from. Most people if left on a deserted island would probably pick pizza as their meal of choice, I
know I would.
Have a look at our Best Montreal's pizza
slice joints to try:

Slice + Soda
The giant slices are filled with fresh toppings and a delicious tomato sauce, your
taste buds will thank you for the experience.They also make their own soft drinks
with exciting flavours to go with your slice.
Enjoy the decor!
Slice + Soda
201 Saint-Paul St W, Montreal, Quebec H2Y
1Z9 (514) 288-8998
1645, rue Sainte-Catherine O
- (514) 419-1460
56,
rue
Saint-Viateur
O (514) 419-1908
Pizza Adamo
3845, boul. St-Laurent (438) 380-4210
5675, ave Monkland (438) 375-7724
Super friendly service with pizzas being
www.sliceandsode.ca
made fresh all day. Nice crispy crust with a
perfect balance of toppings and amazing
sauce. As their t-shirt says "The Block is
Hot."
Pizza Adamo
4629 Notre-Dame St W, Montreal, Quebec
H4C 1S5 (438) 386-1800
www.adamopizza.com

Pizza Mia

Gentile Pizza Parlour
Using local ingredients when they can.
Dough is made the long fermentation
method and old school techniques. Gentile
Pizza Parlour is a gourmet slice and little
more expensive than other pizza slices offered in Montreal. A must stop for all you
pizza experts!
Gentile Pizza Parlour
Cafe Gelato Monkland
4134 Saint-Catherine St,Westmount, Quebec
H3Z 2Y5 (514) 544-7437
Cafe Gelato Monkland is a super cute
www.gentilepizzaparlour.ca
spot in the trendy NDG village with amazing friendly service. Their home-made Italian pizza comes in a square piece with fresh
tasty ingredients. I tried them all and my
favourite was a focaccia style dough with
mortadella, goat cheese and truffles. Everything looks so amazing! Side Note: The
even sell Birra Fanelli!
Cafe Gelato Monkland
5674 Avenue de Monkland Basement,
Montréal, QC H4A 1E4 (438) 380-0555
12
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Located at the Atwater Market Pizza Mia
have a large variety of traditional slices and
square slices with every type of topping
you can imagine. Have a slice walking
around the market or bring some home.
Everyone will be thrilled!
Pizza Mia Atwater
120 Atwater Ave, Montreal,
Quebec H4C 2G3 (514) 935-0333

Pizza Dany
I think the smallest pizza joint I have ever
seen. However, this pizza slice ranks high
on the taste factor. Nest time you are walking around Ste Catherine street stop by
Pizza Dany for a slice.
Pizza Dany
1237 Rue de la Montagne, Montréal, QC
H3G 1Z2 (514) 878-2311
December 18, 2021 •

New Montreal retirement
rental condo project

Today, the Eleva retirement rental condo
project was officially launched. The prestigious address, located at the intersection
of René-Lévesque Boulevard and Atwater
Avenue, will be built on the former site of
the Montreal Children's Hospital. In total,
208 high-end units (ranging from 2 ½ to 5
½) will be spread over 23 floors of the
most coveted tower in the metropolis,
near a multitude of services and amenities.
The official opening will take place in the
summer of 2022.
Nestled between Mount Royal, the St.
Lawrence River, downtown and the very
chic city of Westmount, the entrance of this
active community for retirees will be on
Tupper Street.With its strategic location in
the heart of Montreal, Eleva is just a few
steps away from many restaurants, shops,
grocery stores, banks, pharmacies, health
services, parks and cultural and entertainment locations.
The 208 units, ranging in size from 370 to
1,400 square feet, will be available for rent
with many inclusions at starting prices between $1,387 and $4,246 per month. Residents will benefit from several on-site
amenities including a bistro, a dining room,
a cooking show, a panoramic lounge, an in-

1111 Atwater - Sky lounge

door pool, a gym, a patio, a golf simulator, a
speakeasy and a movie theatre. Meals,
housekeeping and personalized care services as well as indoor parking and storage
spaces will also be offered.
"We are extremely proud to inaugurate
this new project, merged into the same
tower as the prestigious 1111 Atwater. Our
team has made every effort to offer re-

tirees a living space that meets their expectations. With its evocative name, Eleva
promises its residents to rise to a higher
level, above the city, thanks to an incomparable quality of life that will be marked by
elegance, refinement, comfort, sociability
and safety," said Francis Charron, President
of Batimo and Vice President of EMD Construction.

$11.50
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Wines of Provence tackles
climate change issues
The undisputed leader in premium rosé
wines,Wines of Provence is accelerating its
initiative and aims at establishing its preeminent position in the wine sector to innovate against climate change.
Winegrowers Committed to
the Environmental Transition
The finesse and quality of the grapes used
to produce the region's rosés are a very
specific result of the unique climates in
which they grow. The winegrowers have a
front row seat to experience the fragility
of their environment. This is why the agroecological transition movement is being
widely implemented within the community.
In fact, the ambitions to get through the environmental transition in a united way are
equal to the challenge. Since 2019 and on
the 2030 horizon, a collective plan is working towards the "Organic" or "HVE3" certification of 100% of vineyards, with at least
60% by 2024.The HVE3 (High Environmental Value) certification is a 360° approach
that establishes performance thresholds
14

around biodiversity preservation, phytosanitary strategy, fertilization and water resources management.
Why all these efforts? "Simply because it
is the right thing to do for the planet! But
also, because it is important to ensure the
integrity of the prolific ecosystem that defines Provence. Heat and drought inevitably
impact the quality and taste of the fruit that
is the authentic trademark of our rosé
wines. By adopting an integrative way of
thinking, we can make a difference," says
Brice Eymard, general manager of the Conseil Interprofessionnel des Vins de
Provence.
Winegrowers are answering the call. The
certified areas in the Provence wine region
have doubled in one year and now reach
31%. In addition, the implemented methods
show creativity throughout the supply
chain from the use of lightweight glass bottles to the stimulation of the vines with
herbal tea, for example.
Zoom in on the Tasting
www.mtltimes.ca

Climate Change Conference
The third edition of the conference will
highlight the future of rosé wines on November 16. Three experts will take part in
a reflection on the different challenges they
face and the solutions they are experimenting daily to overcome these while ensuring
that the typical style and charm of
Provence wines are preserved.
THE WINES OF PROVENCE, THE
GREAT VINEYARD OF ROSÉ WINES
The vineyard of the Wines of Provence,
the oldest in France, stretches between the
Mediterranean and the Alps over nearly
200 kilometers across the departments of
Bouches-du-Rhône, Var and Alpes-Maritimes. It is composed of three appellations
of controlled origin: the AOC Côtes de
Provence, the AOC Coteaux d'Aix-enProvence and the AOC Coteaux Varois en
Provence. Rosé is the longstanding specialty
of the vineyard, and today represents 91%
of the production.
www.vinsdeprovence.com
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Careful attention to detail in the small, but efficient operations of craft brewers

BREWMANCE:
For the love of beer

In the last few decades, a singular movement took place in the United States
and other parts of the world, including
Canada. It was an industrial and commercial trend and—and very significantly—a cultural phenomenon. I am
referring to the emergence of the craft
beer or the microbrewery experience,
launched by beer enthusiasts and supported by a large segment of young and
middle-aged people who were dissatisfied with the dull and unimaginative offerings of the big beer companies.
"Brewmance," directed by Christo
Brock, focuses on the development of
this American—and worldwide phenomenon by following the vicissitudes
of a few independent breweries, particularly in Long Beach, California.
Beer was incredibly boring in the U.S.
for many decades, culminating with
bland, generic beers in the 1970s that
were dominated by large industrial giants. It was in this climate that several
intrepid homebrewers led by the impish
Charlie Papazian in Colorado started
brewing beers that they couldn't find
anywhere else. And so began a revolution that could have only happened in
America," says Christo in reference to
this process initiated by a few home• December 18, 2021

By Sergio Martinez
mtltimes.ca

brewers and that has grown to the extent that their products now have an important presence not only in specialized
beer festivals but in regular bars and can
even be found in local 7-Eleven across
the U.S.
However, the beginnings were not
easy. "It took me twenty calls to get one
case sold to a bar," recalls Boston Brewing's Jim Koch. Another group, the one
making Liberation Beer, had to face
some legal challenges. Others had to deliver their product themselves; no commercial distributor would be interested
in defying the large beer companies.
The list of these emerging homebrewwww.mtltimes.ca

ers who eventually became small and
medium-size entrepreneurs is interesting too. There is a Christian father-andson team, a retired rock star, and one
who has had some troubled teenage experiences who found a new meaning in
making beer.
This documentary also brings some
technical information on the beer-making process, highlighting the roles of its
various components and how their
presence in different amounts provide
the nuances in bitterness, sweetness, and
aroma, essential aspects of a good beer.
"Brewmance" is recommended to all
who are interested in beer, especially
those who are increasingly attracted to
products offered by microbreweries
(which are also very much present in
the beer market in Montreal and Quebec) and those who may be interested
in the craft beer phenomenon as a cultural movement.
This movie is available on VOD on the
following platforms: Apple TV (iTunes),
Google Play, Microsoft Store, and Vimeo
On Demand.
Duration: 102 min.
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Johnson & Johnson COVID-19
vaccine fully approved by
Health Canada to prevent
COVID-19 in individuals 18
years and older

The Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of
Johnson & Johnson announced today that
Health Canada has approved its single-shot
COVID-19 vaccine to prevent COVID-19
in individuals 18 years of age and older.
This decision was based on scientific evidence, including initial data from the Phase
3 ENSEMBLE study that demonstrated the
vaccine was 85 percent effective in preventing severe disease, and showed protection
against COVID-19 related hospitalization
and death, beginning 28 days after vaccination.
“We are delighted by Health Canada’s decision to approve the Johnson & Johnson
COVID-19 vaccine based on Phase 3 clinical data that proves the vaccine’s robust
safety and efficacy,” said Mathai Mammen,
M.D., Ph.D., Global Head, Janssen Research
& Development, Johnson & Johnson. “As
vaccination rates continue to climb, a vaccine that prevents severe disease and protects against COVID-related hospitalization
and death will help ease the strain on
healthcare systems and is an important option for people in Canada and around the
world.”
“Today marks the first major regulatory
approval for the Johnson & Johnson
COVID-19 vaccine and an important moment to recognize the dedication of every16

one involved in our COVID-19 vaccine development, our partners, the regulators and
clinical study participants.We are proud to
have a COVID-19 vaccine available to protect people around the world and will continue to work to ensure global access,” said
Paul Stoffels, M.D.,Vice Chairman of the Executive Committee and Chief Scientific Officer and Johnson & Johnson.
Johnson & Johnson’s COVID-19 Vaccine
The Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine leverages the AdVac® vaccine platform, a unique and proprietary technology
that was also used to develop and manufacture Janssen’s European Commission-approved Ebola vaccine regimen and
construct its investigational Zika, RSV, and
HIV vaccines.
Manufacturing and Supply
Chain Information
The Janssen COVID-19 single-dose vaccine
is compatible with standard vaccine storage
and distribution channels with ease of delivery to remote areas. The vaccine is estimated to remain stable for two years at
-25°C to -15°C, and a maximum of six
months at routine refrigeration at temperatures of 2 to 8°C. The Company will ship
the vaccine using the same cold chain technologies it uses today to transport treatments for cancer, immunological disorders
www.mtltimes.ca

and other medicines. The COVID-19 vaccine should not be re-frozen once thawed.
Phase 3 ENSEMBLE Study Design
The Phase 3 ENSEMBLE study was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
clinical trial in individuals 18 years of age
and older. The study was designed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the Company’s vaccine candidate in protecting
against both moderate and severe COVID19 disease, with assessment of efficacy as
of day 14 and as of day 28 as co-primary
endpoints. The study enrolled a total of
43,783 participants.
The trial, conducted in eight countries
across three continents, and included a diverse and broad population including 35
percent of participants over age 60. Forty
percent of participants in the study had comorbidities associated with an increased
risk for progression to severe COVID-19.
Authorized Use
The Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine
(Ad26.COV2.S, recombinant) is indicated
for active immunization for the prevention
of coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19)
caused by SARS-CoV-2 virus in individuals
18 years of age and older.
December 18, 2021 •

Real soaps take us back in time
By Martha Shannon
mtltimes.ca

It was over 5 years ago that I first wrote
‘Shave the Old Fashioned Way’. Being the
holiday season when we are all looking for
gifts for loved ones, I thought it an appropriate time to share this again. What could
be a more ideal gift than a real, honest and
true old fashioned home made soap. Men
do love the bars, but woman, too, have become avid shampoo bar fans. Shampoo and
Shave.
The elderly will remember it. The young
will gain a new experience. And all will say
thank you.
‘Shave the Old -Fashioned Way’
Shave the good old-fashioned way with
cold processed soaps. Here is why.
For most men, the morning shave ritual
is the typical start to the day.
Some use electric razors, others prefer
shaving with creams, soaps and or oils.
For some, this shaving ritual can be an
uncomfortable experience, not like the
smiling faces and satisfied grins seen on
TV's shaving cream ads.
Many men suffer from burns, irritations,
and tingling sensations that inflame the
skin.
This unpleasant experience might be
eliminated by changing the shaving method.
It may be as simple as switching from electric to shaving brush and razor or visa
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versa.
But whatever the method, it is important
to question the creams, soaps, washes and
oils used before, during or after shaving.
We have selected three questionable ingredients common to shaving products
that are known irritants and carcinogens.
There are many more.
1. CAPB (Cocamidopropyl Betaine) is a
common trigger for rosacea, eczema, psoriasis
2. Tetrasodium EDTA …made from
formaldehyde and sodium cynanide
3. PEG-14M Polyethylene Glycol (PEG):
Carcinogenic petroleum ingredient that
many believe contribute to aging and reduction in skin moisture.
We have been successfully selling our
shampoo soap bars for over 14 years for
shaving. Both men and woman love them.
Testimonials
Our customers have given us some wonderful testimonials, some of which we share
below.
“I love the shampoo soap bar. Hair, body
and best shave I have ever had.”
"I leave the ESP soap standing up in a
small amount of water and shave with the
gel that forms.”
“A beautiful shave. No chemical feeling. The
blade just glides over my skin and I get a
close clean shave “
“"I just shaved with your new charcoal soap.
Incredible."
"I used to use a shave gel and always had

www.mtltimes.ca

red pimples and irritations. My skin has
never felt like this before."
"I get the nice warm feeling that I am not infecting my body with chemicals every morning.
I tried the Guinness soap and love it as a
shampoo too.”
"My scalp is no longer irritated and I have
switched from my gel to your shampoo bar.
It is all I use, head to toe."
Wishing you all a Happy Holiday season
STORE HOURS Tuesday to Saturday 10-4. (closed Dec 24 to Jan 4th)
We stand behind our products. We
give great customer service. Visit us
at natural.ca. Subscribe to our
newsletter. ‘La Boutique Earth to
Body’, 89 Lucerne, Pointe Claire,
QC
H9R
2V1)
Email
info@natural.ca
We are open:
Store: Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri, Sat:
10-4 For curbside…Call store during
store hours 514-428-0444 Outside
hours call : 514-694-0705
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WATCH Keanu Reeves shout
out to his hometown of Toronto
while accepting his induction to
Canada's Walk of Fame
TORONTO, Dec. 15, 2021 /CNW/ - As fans get ready to welcome
the homecoming of Hollywood nice guy and global superstar,
Keanu Reeves, who will be in Toronto this week for the blockbuster premiere of The Matrix Resurrections, Canada's Walk of
Fame is also sharing love for its newest Inductee, who will be honoured alongside some of the greatest Canadians making an impact on the world, during a primetime special event airing on
Friday, December 17, 8 p.m. ET on CTV, CTV.ca, and the CTV app.
n a sneak peek of his acceptance speech to Canada's Walk of
Fame, the iconic actor, producer, and director who has entertained
audiences worldwide for more than three decades, says "I would
not be here if not for where I came from." He goes on to give a
shout out to his elementary school Jesse Ketchum PS, Hazelton
Avenue where he lived, and what he recalls as a "wonderful journey of growing up – in a place, in a city, in a culture I am forever
grateful for, and to." During his emotional, heartfelt, and humbled
speech, which will be aired in full this Friday on CTV, Keanu talks
• December 18, 2021

all things Canadian, growing up in Toronto, and of course, hockey.
WATCH: Clips of Keanu Reeves' acceptance speech on being inducted to Canada's Walk of Fame (Courtesy of Bell Media); Plus
– clips of Inductees Bret Hart and Damian Warner accepting their
honour.
In addition to Carrie-Anne Moss who presents the honour to
Keanu, some of the greatest Canadians and global superstars have
come together to present and celebrate this year's Inductees and
Honourees including Sarah McLachlan, Chris Jericho, Barenaked
Ladies, Robbie Robertson, and Kyle Lowry; in addition to a special
appearance by Dwayne 'The Rock' Johnson.
Co-hosted by actor and 2010 Inductee, Eric McCormack and
ETALK's Traci Melchor, CELEBRATING GREATNESS: CANADA'S
WALK OF FAME 2021 airs Friday, December 17, 8 p.m. ET on
CTV and begins streaming on Crave beginning Saturday, December 18.
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Due to COVID-19 please sign
up for e-mail delivery
- Stay safe!

Keep up with the times!
Social media • Graphics • Videos • websites
We do it all! E-mail for a quote today!
info@mtltimes.ca
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